
Social Media and Cyber Safety



Social Media Apps/Sites Middle School 
Students May Be Using
 Facebook
 Twitter
 Instagram
 Ask.fm
 Kik Messenger
 SnapChat
 Tumblr
 Web-based games
 Group Chats



Facebook and Twitter
 Facebook – Seems to be used less and less by school aged 

kids.  The main reason seems to be that many adults are on 
Facebook.  Parents and relatives use it and monitor what is 
happening.

 Twitter – More popular with 8th grade and up.  Twitter 
allows users to post their thoughts, limited to 120 characters, 
much like Facebook status updates.  Users post a thought, 
what they are doing, etc.  But can also link the Facebook, 
Instagram and other social media sites.  Twitter is also 
popular for “following” celebrity accounts.



Instagram – What is it?
 An online photo-sharing and social networking service that enables its users to take 

pictures, apply digital filters to them, and share them on a variety of social networking 
sites including Facebook or Twitter.   

 All you need to get an Instagram account is an email address.  Users have the option of 
being “Public” or “Private”.  If you choose to be private, your photos cannot be seen 
unless you choose to allow someone to “Follow You”.  

 Instagram allows you to create your own user name.  Users may be simple and create a 
user name such as janedoe or janey4155 but users may be hard to identify if they create 
complicated user names.  

 Students should be sure they know who is following them by checking with their friends 
for correct users names.  

 User names can also be changed easily.  
 The profile information listed by users can be seen by anyone with an Instagram account.  

Many users list their name and other biographical details and links to other social media 
profiles.  

 Instagram requires that users be 13 to sign up but it appears that many users are under 
13



Instragram – How are kids using it?
 Once you are registered, you can upload pictures from your 

device and comment on your photos as well as the photos of 
anyone you “follow”.  You can also “like” photos.  
 For example, if a user posts a picture with the hashtag

#newyears2014 in the comment box, a user can click on the 
#newyears2014 and they will be directed to all other photos on 
Instagram that have used that same hashtag.  Some hashtags have 
personal or little meaning and would be connected to very little but a 
popular hashtag can often lead to inappropriate content. 

 Instagram is very popular with middle schoolers as a place to 
connect with friends.  They often use photos they take or photos 
from the internet to express a thought or feeling.  Insagram also 
recently changed to allow for videos and for users to be able to 
message each other privately.



Instagram Concerns
 Middle schoolers seem to have a need for an excess of “followers” and 

“likes”.  This can create potentially dangerous situations.  Many are 
leaving their profiles public to increase their amount of followers.  Many 
students ask each other to post “shout outs” to each other’s profiles to 
increase followers.  Many students accept followers without being sure 
who the person is or accept them because another friend follows them.  

 Many young adults share information not only on their own photos or 
profiles but may share it in a comment of a friends profile, allowing 
others to see it (for example, phone number, other social networking 
usernames, websites, etc.)  

 And like all social media, conflicts can be caused by Instagram.  Students 
might misinterpret what they read, talk about others, discourage others 
from following someone or create fake accounts as another person.



Ask.fm – What is it?
 A question and answer website that has become quite popular in the last 

few months.  
 If you have an ask.fm account you allow users to pose questions to you, 

under their username or anonymously.  
 Recently, the site has been linked to many instances of cyber-bullying, 

because users are not required to identify themselves with their 
comments and posts.  

 As you can imagine, this can be a recipe for disaster with middle age 
students.  

 The ability to ask anything to anyone anonymously opens the door for a 
great deal of inappropriate things to be posted.  

 Ask has recently update its polices to allow it’s users to report 
inappropriate content but because things can be anonymous it is difficult 
for the average user to figure out who might be posting negative things. 



Ask.fm-How are kids using it?
 You can sign up and connect to this website using their other social media 

accounts such as Facebook, or by providing an email address. Ask.FM advises 
that users must be 13 years or older to use the site. Users create a profile page 
with their name and a picture of themselves. Users also often post information 
about themselves, where they live and links to their other social media 
networking sites. 

 Individuals can use this website to communicate anonymously, without having 
to reveal their identities. Users can ask questions anonymously on a person’s 
profile page, and then those questions may be answered by that user or it can be 
anonymously answered by others. In addition, individuals also have the option 
of answering questions anonymously on a larger scale page, where individuals 
can both “ask and answer” questions anonymously. 

 Many individuals may sign up on this site with the intention of using it 
appropriately.  However, because you can access anyone on the site through 
multiple ways and the anonymity of the site, ask.fm can become a forum for 
cyber-bullying and inappropriate message posting to take place.



Ask.fm Concerns
 Anonymity creates potential for negative interactions.
 Conflicts are often caused as students are asked and answer 

questions like:
 What do you think of Jane Doe?
 Who is Jane Doe friends with?
 Do you like Timmy?

 The biggest thing for parents and students to know is that you 
have the option to opt out of being anonymous and you do 
NOT have to answer every question you are asked.  You CAN 
chose to ignore them and not post them to your page.



Snap Chat – What is it? /How are kids 
using it?
 Snapchat, a free app that is a lot like texting, but with 

pictures that supposedly have a time limit on how long the 
recipient can view it.

 Students will often use this when texting friends that they 
know are available to send funny pictures, goofy faces, and 
show them what they are doing in that moment.



Snap Chat Concerns
 One major problem is, the so called “10 second time limit”, 

can actually be extended and ultimately captured forever by 
screen shot.

 Another problem is the content that is being sent. Though the 
app was initially created to send silly messages in good fun, 
the opportunity for sending inappropriate messages is quite 
present. 



Kik – What is it/How are kids using it?
 A free instant messaging app. The application allows user to 

send messages, pictures and videos without using the phone 
company’s messaging plan.  

 In order to find someone on Kik, a user must have another’s 
screen name. So, it seems that the only way your child can 
converse with someone via Kik, is if they give their user 
name out, or someone that already has the user name gives it 
out. 



Kik-Concerns
 Some children and teens are using Instagram, ask.fm, 

Facebook and Twitter to advertise their Kik user name. With 
this in mind, if you child’s social media profile/s is public, 
anyone can access their Kik user name. 



Tumblr-What is it?
 The service allows users to post multimedia and other content to a short-form 

blog. Users can follow other users' blogs, as well as make their blogs private.  
 Dashboard -The dashboard is the primary tool for the typical Tumblr user. It 

is a live feed of recent posts from blogs that they follow.  Through the 
dashboard, users are able to comment, reblog, and like posts from other blogs 
that appear on their dashboard. The dashboard allows the user to upload text 
posts, images, video, quotes, or links to their blog with a click of a button 
displayed at the top of the dashboard. Users are also able to connect their blogs 
to their Twitter and Facebook accounts, so whenever they make a post, it will 
also be sent as a tweet and a status update.

 Queue - Users are able to set up a schedule to delay posts that they make. They 
can spread their posts over several hours or even days. 

 Tags - For each post a user creates, they are able to help their audience find 
posts about certain topics by adding tags. If someone were to upload a picture 
to their blog and wanted their viewers to find pictures, they would add the tag 
#picture, and their viewers could use that word to search up posts with the tag 
#picture.



Tumblr- How are students using it and 
concerns
 A bit of an unknown as to how students are using it.  
 Seems to be the newest fad.
 Lots of kids mention finding images there to post to 

Instagram.



Web-based games
 Many interactive games or gaming systems allow users to 

play together or communicate.  
 It’s best to monitor these experience.  
 Users can block other users if contact becomes unpleasant 

but young users have also been known to block each other as 
retribution for some grievance.



Group Chats
 Many students create “group chats” to make plans or talk amongst 

their friends.  
 Some devices don’t allow for group chats so there are also apps 

that users can download to allow access.  
 Group chats can be a nice way to plan activities or talk to friends 

but it can also be dangerous.  
 Just like other apps or sites, messages can be misinterpreted.  
 There can be a feeling of “too many cooks in the kitchen” when 

there are many messengers.    There may be status symbols 
involved in being in certain group chats, or not included.  

 And because there may be quite a few users involved, the amount 
of messages can be overwhelming.



Photos-Location Services
 Many cell phones now have “Location Services” built in to 

applications or services.  It allows your phone to identify 
where you were when you posted, track our position for 
GPS, etc.  However, a danger is this service is often set to on 
with your Photos.  This can lead to many of your photos, if 
posted online, being able to trace back to the location where 
your photo was taken.  If you regularly take pictures in your 
home, place of work, favorite locations of your family – this 
is potentially dangerous.  The service is easily turned off in 
your settings to remove that danger.



Advice
 Parents must monitor their child’s use of any electronic 

device. Unlike when we were children, there is no quiet time when 
kids are inaccessible. With their phone, children are connected to the 
outside world twenty‐four hours a day, three hundred and sixty‐five days 
a year.  ***Advice to monitor your child’s electronic device 
usage

 1. Have a curfew for their cell phone/ electronic device.
 2. Charge the device in your bedroom at night.
 3. Ask to see your child’s phone with them there. Ask them to show you 

their apps,texts, emails, everything. If there is anything suspicious, 
investigate.

 4. Remember, it is ultimately your phone, restrict as you find necessary.
 http://www.deseretnews.com/article/865590425/How-and-why-to-

be-the-meanest-mom-in-the-world.html



Safety Advice and Tips
 http://www.internetsafetycheatsheet.com
 http://nyssca.org/?page_id=41
 http://mashable.com/2013/07/19/twitter-lingo-guide/
 www.educatorstechnology.com
 http://www.ampercent.com/monitor-online-mentions-

reputation-management-google/9384/
 http://www.netnanny.com/
 http://www.internetsafety.com/safe-eyes-parental-control-

software.php



Parental Controls
 FiOS Router.pdf
 http://www.nbcnews.com/id/26074860/print/1/display

mode/1098/
 http://pediatrics.about.com/od/safety/a/510_parental_co

ntrols_2.htm
 http://support.apple.com/kb/HT4213


